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ABSTRACT -

In this analysis of pr ior knowledge and bilingual
literacy, it is suggested that the basis upon which cognitive'
deciiicns are made and nonvisual inferences are drawn comes frog the
background knowledge that the reader possesses as tacit or prior
knowledge. It is claimed that the only model that can account fcr the
pluralistic nature. of language is the symbolic interactionism model.
Reading is.bdsically an interpretive process in which ,the reader Is

. obligated to try to infer just what the author's message might be. In
the case of a native speaker of a language reading materials in his
native language, it can to assumed that coOrehension is complete
when the perspective of the author and the reader are ,the same..

Yariations in reading comprehension may rest in part in
incongruencies in socialization, the cognitive saliency of certain ti

events from,one's.biblicgraphical history, or different strategies in
approaching and processing new information. A reader approaches the
,printed page with preConceived nctions, and this process is a kind of
social interaction. A bilingual child may read the second langge
au4 incorrectly place connotations on th4 words based on the firgast

lnguage.4The base*of bilingual literacy and its implications fcr the
inferencing prccess across cultures needs to be considered. (SW)
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With'the advent of psycholingOistics, reading researdt his shifted
away from a conter&with correspondences .between soundt and "Fetters cf.1/"
Fries, 1962).and toward a focus on reading for meaning (Smith, 1971, 1973;
Ruddell 1974). The previous approach was based On the; assumption that
communication took place only when a message-was.transMitted pr channeled'
ofrom a speaker%toa listener in the form of-A linguistic,code ()Cherry,
1967). The ressagO, it was krgued, was encoded into lingmistic patterns; -

Ili

and hen suipequently, it was4gcoded by a listener who fullyetrieved
the ssage. The phonics approach adheres to thistheoretical model and
has rely substituted a truncated and modified version of it °4Y present-
ing the patterned astivity of the codebin the fprm of a written text and
by,treating the reader as the intended receiver of the message (Cordt,
1965; LeFebre, 1964). It is now obvious that much more is involved in
reading than the mere transffiission of letter-to soUnd correspondences.
Readingit has been togentl rgued, cannot be reducea,to,the decoding-
of spoken language (Smith, 1 3). It requires`, most impo 0 y,, infor-

mation which is not 'only non-visual *mith, 1971), but a an infor-
mation which must be processed cognitively (Smith,. 1975; amt-diggory,
1972). fn essende, the basis upon which cognitive decisi and./ '

non- visual inferences are drawn comes from the background kno, dge that
the reader possesses as tacit or prior_ knowledge.
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Some,insight into the nature of tacit knowledge can 'b.. found in the
process of inferencing. Garfinkel (1967) noted, for example, thatlin a
conversation what is said it.usually not,asimportant as what is implied
or inferred from the situation. Most of TAnguage use, he Argyes, involves
going beyond the overt forms of speech and requires the use of tacit,
knowledge which both parties share and which forms the.basis for their
social interaction. To illustrate his point, he, recorded numerous conver-
sations in an informal setting and found that in each instance there was
usually no coherent transition in meaning or form in the dialogue frbM
one person's utterance to the other's. Some questions, for example; were
never answered..' Some statements, in addition, were abruptly interrupted
with sentences which had no coherent relationship to the rest of the con-
versation. However from.the point of view of those whoyere involved in
the conversations, he dialogue was both coherent and He con-'
cluded f! this in estigation, And this definitely contradicts, rtb e con- '-';

ventional 'wisdom-of those who advocate an information theory a
to reading, that the elliptical nature of conversations is typical of
Odinary language; and, furthermore, for the uninvolved observers who
do not share the assumptions and expectations which formed this back-
ground knowledge of the conversation, it may be rather meaningless and,

.
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sent use of inferending can be found in the works of Carton
who relied on visual information such as the preCeding and
1 lexicallitems in a sentence. This approach is interesting- ;

sovides insight into the nature of Miscue analysis (Goodwin,
fer, as althdoretical construct, it lacks the explanatory
lomethodological research (Garfinkel, 1967; Mehan and Wood,.
la informative model, however, is that of symbolic inter-
:Hewitt, 19/6) in'which the development of self-concept
.976) and 'the politics.of literacy (St. Clair and Kaprosy?
ty significant roles.

.
.

1
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in the fact that most conversations are about what is not
most reading-takes place between the lines, the crucial
communicative process has,to be the inferencing prodedure
'how are nferenceSmade? Where 0 they come from? 1For
.s and adornistratori wha view language primarily as a form
code in which messages are embedded, this can be a per-

em. Sinde in their estimation all of the informtion in
upOosed,t0 already exist withinithelpatterns of the linguis-
need forlinferenting procedures appears superfluous.

e underst riding of a conversation or the comprehension
ted page can only be ascertained,by transcending the

most of human communicationf languag .4 ThWis becaus
hat isnot utterer or releg ted,to print. For the reader,
, most. of (what is understoo has
he lineS. It must be const ued om the personal exPeri-

be inferred from read-

'background knowledge of th eader. Hence, it is.in this
he traditional model of co u ration must be modified
de the assumptions,that were ntended to accompany the
ge and it must in orporatiAhe expectations which form the
decodin proces . What this means, in essence, is that.
sically

7
an interpretive process in which the reader is

try and infer just. what the author's message might be.
i .

LITIPL, WLITIES
. .

a nature of the assumpfions and expectations play a major
anding"process, it requires, further elucidation in bilingual
a differences in'patterns of socialization create-cognitive
astinger, 1967) for the reader. .1,n the case of apative
language reading-materials in-his own home langude, it can
sped that comprehension is complete when the perspectives
find .the reader are the same. As disparities arise in the
F'the author and the expectations of the reader Miscommu-
Its. The range of miscommunication may vary from total lack
Ing at one'end of the411106trum to a minimal distortion of
tjhe other. -The reason for this'variation in reading com-
e rest, in part, in incongruenCies in socialization, the
iency Of certain events from one's bibliographical history,

PI
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or different strategies in approaching and prOcessing new information.
.An uninformed reader, for example, will fail to fully perceive the
wealth of information that'the author intends. An untrained'reader,

1 as another example, may on perceive a part 9f the message intenditd
and weave a meaning from e text vihdch is correct but with the wrong
empahtis or connentlions SimilarPy, a cOgekt and well-informed reader
can find insigh d d inferences whiChgo-Well'beyond the con-
scious intent.bf the aut -By way of contrast, consideAh&base
of bilingual literacy and i implications for he inferencing process
across cultures. Obviously, in this case, the p oblems of understand-

, ing are furthercomplicated the fact.th atterns
!pay "vary substantially c using g ter_d'fferencetin inter-

pretation. , y
.

,

It,is important to realize:that these differences across cultur
aretsocially constructed. r.Beger and .Luc '(1966) Flame argued that
reality differs from persOnsto person. Waal ppears to be real for an
American, usi sman who is ingrained'in the radition of social Darwin=
ism and th est for ximization of proflits, fo example,,isrcer-
tainly not the same vi of reality shared by the youth of thetc6unter-
culture movement. Similarlywhat is considered to be real for'-the

. child in the barrio or in the inner city is not consistent with the
", visions of reality shared by the children of the suburbs with their

comfortble'and opulent life styles. leis or this reason' i p rt,
that differences' n past experienced and.di rities in patt s of
socialization add to the complexity of the b, kground knowledge Nich
later adults bring with them to the reading49e6cess h Thes dif ces
in tacit knowledge form the basis from which4nfer ces and drawn'and
)interpretations are imposed on the readingyfoces :

. Theprocessis complicated heriliby the:fact that tOs 4'eves-f4
socially constructed knowledge is also distributed or stratified dif-,
ferently within society. No one has the same access to the same knowl-
edge. The reason for this is thatiall interactions in life are based

TiT parame ers constrain airirontrortFe experiences of those,par-
on WHO says lAT to WHOM and WHEN 'and WHERE it is said. Each of these
soc

tiqipating-in the social procesS (McCall and Simmons, 1966). .The topic
of a Conversation, for example, severely limits the kinds of vocabulary,,.
items that ca be used. The fourmillion and one-half words in the ,

English larquaqe, it should'be noted, are not available to every Persoff
Pk i compartmented and isolated*into occupational specialties such as
law, medicine, engineering, chemistry,' etc. \In,additton to topical
constraints, there are further restrictions which are characteristically'
.associated with role-taking and role-making. ,Once'a social role has
been defined or 4ftributed to someone, people 7consciously accommodate
themselves in acrdance with the expectations of the role'model. Know-O
ing, for example, that the other party is-a one'will.attribute
certain kinds'of action to theother-party and t' to accommodate that

-person with the use, of language, reverence, religious topic4,, etc. When
role models ak clearly marked; they greatly facilitate the/accOmffoda90-
and attributional processes thereby.rgducing uncertainty bf,the nature
of the asocial interaction (Guiles and,St. Clair, in press).

,
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:R ADING AS SOCIAL INTERACTION

n a rea0er_approaches t e printed.page,'he comes armed with a
plethora of orOcortcdiMd natio about what is to occur.\ In hi 'mind,*
he may Ilread w r_know the oth person.will,behave in a givehlltuation,
what he or she will be apt gay,, and what kinds of responses would be
appropriate under the cittuirr ances. Hence,'regardtem.o hat is ketualr
1y stated on the4ritited page, the, reader imposes meanings, utes2i'ea=

sons far ctions, draws. interpretationssof events, and arri t con-
clusions rom a scattering of.clueg embedded throughoqt the xt. This
417)0 ial interaction is not a unique feature of the readjnOprocess,
but sl normal partr..of symbolic interaction through the'medium languag
(Hewitt, 1976). It is inthis sense that reading is a languaging'protess
(Ruddel, 1974f. ),

41 Social inter Action is,situated in time and space It takes place in
a social cantainft or situation wh, ch has been dein A by the participants
or which emerges from the uncertainty o *the 'nterac n. This definition
ofthe.situation is important because 1 OrciVi es a'basic compon6nt to the
tacit or prior knowledge om which in rence are drawn. FurthereIore,

Ithe tarious membe s of so iety experience reality from a mu4iplicity

tiri

perspectives. Th pay, iew the situation ftem the point of view of a s.
member of a cei.tai sex, racial rouping, class structure, or social in-
group. These perspectives not nly condition the nature of the'intet-
action, but they also liMit it View of knowledge. What does this maan- 21
in the case of the teacher in he reading classroom? `Well,-ifthe student',
is trying lo cope with the new aterials from a cqntent.area and if that
studentls having difficulty, he teather may.reason th4t the problem of
this particular student is due to an inability to read This may not be
the case. The studenthad no trouble reading other materials before, then
why Would he or she have a suddeh.-infility to read? Evidently, under \i

0.suchitircumstances, the oroplem is art inability to handle new information.'
The reason for this'can be readily ascertained vOthinthe present. theoret-
ical frameWork. If knowlidge is socfally constructed and its accessibil-,'r
ity is socially distribuXed, then it follows that not every person will ;*

read thp same passage with, the same. depth qf understanding nor with the
same kinds of inferential structures. As dkconsequence,when a student

'what is importaTt and what is not. The .res l t is,

counters a new content area, ,that. m tstudent will imedlately diffi

lty in evaluating
of course, that everything becgmes important. Such a strategy creates a
state ofcognitive clutter. Only later, when the student is familiar
with the nature -of the new material, can proper evaluation take place
without attributing equal'Value to all information. How can cognitive
clutter be voided?, The answer to' this question can be found in text-
books whichwhich successfully introduce the student to new content areas._
These, text provide-as much background information as possible. It tsars
the reader to what are the assumptions and the expectations that he or
she must have in order to procede further, Another areain which a
problem can be misinterpreted as a reading skills problem is in the case
where students lack cert experiences'which are crucial for an under-
standing of the reading iiateria .0. Foreign students obviously have this.

\ (
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problem, and so do students who do tit share the middle class Anglo
'background upon which the mainstream`textOpare basede,,

.1

THE WIAL NATURE OF THE LEXICON 4

77

. .

Words are symbols within a system of human language. ,They provide
the medium through which communication takes place. This system differs
from other forms of communication which employ signs such as the physical
movements of the bees in a ddnce Signalling the location'of food or the
underwater warnings of the whales. These "call systems" exist for each '3

biologically related situation. It cannot be modified, nor can it be
displaced, nor.can it be rearranged into minimal compOnents 'to create

v
new codes of expression. But, language is symbolic. It can.be modified
so that any one situation can be met through a great variety of utter.-
ances4. it can be displaced so as to express concern about the past or

Pt:'

the future; andlt can be broken up into lexical mponents or phono-
logical histinctive,features. But, most imports ly, these symbols are
social. (They provide a powerful shorthand for events and objects in
the social reality of the individual. They allow *persons to talk about
those very things that they have designated as significant to them. The
following examples from St. Clair and Kaprosy (in press) examplify the
social nature of, the 1 eX,i con:

ENGLISH SPANISH

Sophisticated: This is.a positive '
concept, and the word is used as a

'compliment.

American:' this refers very
specificall to the persons

/who live in the' United States.
It exclUdes Canada and Mexico

\,and all oc South America.

Sofisticada: The word conveys a
negative feeling and is used as
an insult. It implies putting .

on airs, and being phony. .

Americano: This refers -to alT of
the inhabitantsf the various
nations of North and S uth
America.

What is important about the social nature of the_lexicon'is that a
bilingyalchild may read English words with the Spanith connotations.

'This problem can be seen in reverse when ndkive speakers of English ,learn
Spanish as a foreign language. They inadvertently impute the typic0
English meanings to the Spanish cognates. But, the problem does ndt stop
there. They also impute role-taking, role - making and role support across.
cultures. They know how to behave in,a social situation within the con-
text of the Chicano experiencii, for example, but when living in he Anglo
community and*when speaking their language they may approach a r le with '

the wrong set of expectatiOns. The exact reverse can be seen in the Anglo
who learns symbolic interaction in the,Mexican environment. The behavior
of that individual is predicated on how to behave in the%sotial context of
dn_English-speaking c6Mmunity. The mismatch.of roles is\inevitable during
the initial stages of learning how to participate in-A foreign social
setting. Those who advocate the learning of a foreign language within the
fjamework of communicative competence (Savignon, 1972), should realize that

-,

.
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although this work is successful, it is also deceiving because the
'students have imputed English rules and behavior on theforeign lan-.-
guage they are lofting-. -Since both must be-learned tdgether, the
task is incomplete.

CONCLUSION

Most resea Ch in the area of literacy has been from 09 poibt of
view of psychol .' Not enough work,i5 done within.the framework of,
sociology.. Since both aspects are inherent in the reading process, the
most informative research paradigm must come from sqcial psychology and
from the symbolic interactionism model of language, in particular.

. ,

Within this new.paradigm',. the concept of inferencing takes on a
new importance. It explains how tacit knowledge' forms the backgr

once o be a nebulous concept, tacit knowle, bAge, becoes a
from are drawn in the process of reading. What

highly structured theoretical concept. This iswdue,1411 part, to the
'recent insights sif ethnomethodologists and symboliC interactionists.
Both agree to the claim that society is socially construct d and that it
contains a multiplicity of tag lities. These views of reali y-arise from
the social process and direerthe individual in the kinds d inferences
that he draws. The reading process, for example, is limite to a con-
strained version of social reality by the mere selection o -Mich param-
-eters-as the topic of a reading assignment, the roles of e individuals
in the situation, the nature of social space and time, an the personal
aspects of one's biographicalkhistory=which not only influence the nature
of one's interpretation of the events,. but also linylt one's ability to a '

deeper, access of knowledge of the social structure. Also, since language
is embedded within a framework of social interaction,- the words that are
used have special meanings for different individuals. Thts is partic-'
ularly pronounced in the case of bilingual literacy where role beha
and semantic interpretations do not rya tth across langu s. .50

e'

According to the dependency p nciple dialecto ogy, all Yanguages
or dialects are supposed,to have th rame un rlying forms andrcongruent
semantic -interRretations. (Chomsky, 1965). is positivistic view of lan-
guage cannot even begin to account fa. the nature of semantic inter eta-
tion within a bidialectal or a bilingual contex The only model which
can account for the pluralistic naturey langu is the symbolic inter-
actionism model espoused in this.essayv Hence, t .implications' for.
revising the present model of normal science are umerous. Unfortunately,
those Assbes are beyond the present scope'of this essay on the nature of
tacit knowledge within-the context of bilingual literacy.
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